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THE BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE SPECTRUM OF THE ACFERlll  
REGOLITH BRECCIA. D.T. Brin (Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, 
Tucson, AZ 85721) and A. Pedroni (Max-Planck-Institut fur Chemie, Saarstrasse 23, 6500 
Mainz, Germany). 

Introduction; Gas-rich meteorites contain grains that were probably part of the uppermost 
surface regolith of their asteroidal parent body [1,2]. As such, they represent an invaluable 
source of remote sensing ground truth about the spectral properties of the surface material of 
asteroids. Of special interest are the gas-rich ordinary chondrites. The ordinary chondrites are 
by far the most numerous type of meteorite fall, but so far no main asteroid belt objects have 
been unequivocally identified as parent bodies for this type [3]. Gas-rich ordinary chondrites 
may provide insight into regolith processes such as silicate darkening or metal enrichment that 
can alter the spectral signature of the parent body. These meteorites are characterized by a light- 
dark structure of light, gas-poor clasts set in a fine-grained, dark matrix. Only the dark matrix 
contains grains that are rich in solar wind implanted gases and show high densities of tracks 
caused by energetic solar flare particles, characteristics that can only be acquired by direct 
exposure to the space environment on the parent body surface [1,2]. The matrix probably 
represents material that was once part of the regolith soil of an asteroid, but has since been 
buried, mixed with fresh clasts, and relithified by impact-induced grain boundary melting [4]. 
Discussion: The H3-6 gas-rich regolith breccia ACFERlll was found in the acfer region of 
Algeria [5]. Analysis of the solar noble gases has shown that this meteorites has an 
exceptionally high level of implanted gases and that the composition of the gases is essentially 
unfractionated from the solar wind composition [6]. The well-preserved implanted gas content 
of this meteorite suggests that it may be an excellent target for spectral analysis, however 
ACFERll 1 is a find and was exposed for some period of time to terrestrial weathering. Three 
cut chips with a total mass of 0.79 grams were provided for spectral analysis. Under binocular 
microscope these chips showed a light-dark texture with millimeter-sized light and grey 
chondrules and fragments of chondrules set in a dark fine-grained matrix. The matrix and clasts 
were intermixed on a scale of millimeters and this sample contains approximately equal shares 
of dark matrix and light clasts. The metallic fraction of ACFERlll has undergone moderate 
terrestrial alteration and rust is present in the sample. Rust halos were apparent about metal 
grains and some chondrules, and diffuse rust was common in the dark matrix. The sample was 
crushed in a clean ceramic mortar and dry sieved to a particle size of less than 150 pm. 
Examination of the powder under binocular microscope again showed moderate rust. The 
bidirectional reflectance spectrum was obtained using the RELAB facility at Brown University. 
Shown in Figure 1 is the bidirectional reflectance spectrum of ACFER111. The moderate 
absorption bands centered at 0.92 and 1.91 pn are typical of H-chondrite olivine and low- 
calcium pyroxene mineralogy [7]. The very strong drop off in the ultraviolet and visible 
wavelengths is characteristic of weathered ordinary chondrites. Applying the Salisbury and 
Hunt spectral criterion for terrestrial weathering, ACFER111 has a 0.510.6 pm reflectance ratio 
of 0.68. A ratio of less than 0.92 is considered weathered, indicating that the spectrum has been 
altered by exposure to the terrestrial environment. One of the major weathering effects in 
darkened ordinary chondrites is the rapid oxidation of their fine-grained metallic fraction. The 
spectral effects of weathering are a general increase in reflectance and a deepening of the 
absorption bands. These meteorites are darkened by the dispersion of fine-grained particles of 
FeNi metal and troilite throughout the silicate mamx which reduces the reflectance and 
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attenuates the absorption features [9]. The rapid oxidation of these particles in the terrestrial 
environment restores the deep absorption bands typical of ordinary chondrites and increases the 
reflectance. The reflectance of ACFERl 11 at 0.56 pm is 0.15, which is dark relative to average 
H-chondrite reflectances of 0.25 [7]. However, since terrestrial alteration has already occurred 
the pristine reflectance of this meteorite was probably much darker. 
In general, despite terrestrial alteration, this bulk sample of ACFER111 still shows evidence of 
silicate darkening associated with its gas-rich regions. Additional spectral studies of the matrix 
material should help to provide insight on the spectral effects of regolith processes on ordinary 
chondrite parent bodies. 
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Figure 1: Bidirectional reflectance specmm of the H3-6 regolith breccia ACFERl11. 
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